Genetic improvement [1] has been demonstrated to be able to automatically repair real bugs in real programs [2] and give considerable speed up to real programs [3], e.g. by specialising them [4] or adapting to new hardware. There is now interest in using GI to improve non-functional properties such as extending battery life or reducing memory consumption and indeed in providing software designers with a range of trade-offs between different objectives: such as speed v. accuracy, speed v. memory.

Typically, in the case of bug fixing, a test case is needed which demonstrates the bug and a handful of tests which are used to ensure the putative fix has not repaired the bug at the expense of destroying other parts of the program. Usually the test comes from regression test suites developed as the program was written but they could be automatically generated. In GI it is common to run both the original code and the mutated code on the tests and compare their answers and performance. Effectively the old code becomes its own specification and even for new tests it can be used as the test oracle.

The figure shows the basics of Genetic Improvement. On the left hand side is the system to be improved and its test suite. On the right is the generational cycle of artificial evolution which optimises patches. Typically a patch deletes, copies or inserts an existing line of human written code. GI does not need to invent entirely new code. Each generational mutation and crossover create new patches. The patches are applied via the grammar to create patched versions of the software. These variants are tested on a small randomly selected part of the test suite and their answers and
resource consumption are compared to those of the original system. Only patches responsible for better programs get children in the next generation. After a small number of generations the best patch in the last generation is cleaned up by removing unneeded changes and validated. The grammar describes the original code and legal variations from it. In the case of automated bug repair, its role is typically replaced by abstract syntax trees ASTs. In the case of AST, perhaps about half the mutants compile and similarly the grammar ensures between 40% and 100% of patches compile. Typically, most patches that compile also run and produce answers. CPU limits, timeouts or loop iteration limits are imposed to ensure termination and typically some form of sandboxing is used to ensure badly behaved mutants cannot damage the GI system itself. 

Whilst much GI work has been on source code, Darwinian evolution has been shown to be effective on Java byte code and even machine code. GI has been shown to offer Pareto tradeoffs in graphics applications and in improving Bioinformatics and other applications which use graphics cards as parallel computing accelerators (known as GPGPU).

There is increasing interest in genetic improvement, with the number of papers and successful applications increasing. Last year saw the first international workshop and a GI special issue of the “Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines” journal (publication due later this year). Whilst this year the workshop will be repeated in Denver and there will be a special session on GI at the IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence in Vancouver.
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